
BAY-RAMA, INC. 

PARADE RULES AND LIABILITY FORM 

 
1. All parade participants must show respect for all ages, sexes, sexual orientations, races, creeds and 

cultures of both the Anchor Bay Community as well as others attending. 
2. The consumption or possession of ANY alcoholic, marijuana or any illegal substances is forbidden by 

any  participant or entry during the event. Float Drivers must be 18 or older. 
3. The Bay Rama Festival or its Parade Committee reserves the rights to eliminate or remove from the parade 

any entry which refuses to follow all rules, regulations, restrictions or instructions from parade officials 
and/or police. 

4. All music, bands on floats etc. must to be approved by the Parade Chair and Bay-Rama Board of 

Directors. 

5. Please maintain a distance of 40 feet (2 car lengths) from the unit in front of you. Spacing between 

each unit will be enforced by parade officials. Units are required to close the gap between itself and the 

preceding units when directed by parade officials. If you are unable to maintain requested spacing, your 
unit will be asked to exit the parade route before completion 

6. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, it is recommended that parade participants take recommended caution, 

wear masks when in contact with people not from the same household and practice social distancing. 
7. A reviewing stand will be located on the right side of the street in the intersection at Washington and 

Green Street This is where the Judges will be viewing and judging your unit… Please DO NOT STOP…. 
8. All musical entries; please play/sing as much as possible. 
9. All units will exit the parade route just before Green Street and County Line Road unless instructed 

otherwise by parade officials or police. 
10. The maximum number of people permitted in any entry is 50 with the exception of bands and military 

units. 
11. Equestrian/animal units must provide their own sanitation in the form of a pooper--scooper or by 

diaper. This will be strictly enforced. 
12. Please remember this is a family event and appropriate attire and behavior is required. The Parade Chair 

and Bay-Rama Board of Directors reserves the right to remove or deny any entry that does not meet those 
requirements. Entries are prohibited from displaying or “making statements” through their advertising or 

float design that are not deemed family oriented. 

 
I hereby certify that I have read the above Rules/Restrictions; by signing I agree to abide by them. 

 
Signature:     

 

Date Printed name    
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*Activities or events may be modified depending on COVID-19 health and safety restrictions in place at the time.* 


